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Abstract

The research presented in this thesis regards walking of quadruped robots, and
particularly the walking of the Warp1 robot. The motivation for the robot is to
provide a platform for autonomous walking in rough terrain.

The thesis contains six papers ranging from development tools to actuation
of robot legs. The first paper describes the methods and tools made for control
development. These tools feature: programming of the robot without low level
coding (C-code); that the controller has to be built only once for simulation and
experiments; and that names of variables and constants are unchanged through
the chain of software Maple -- Matlab -- Simulink -- Real~Time~Workshop --
xPC--Target.

Three controllers, each making the robot walk are presented. The first
controller makes the robot walk using the crawl gait. The method uses static
stability as method for keeping balance and the instantaneous trunk motions
are given by a concept using the so called weight ratios. A method for planning
new footholds based on the positions of the existing footholds is also proposed
and the controller experimentally verified.

The second walking controller shows that the robot also can walk
dynamically using the trot gait. The method proposed uses information from
ground contact sensors on the feet as input to control balance, instead of, which
is common, inertial sensors. It is experimentally verified that Warp1 can trot
from level ground onto a slope and turn around while staying balanced.

The main ideas of these two walking controllers are fused in the third which
enables smooth transitions between crawl and trot. The idea of using the
ground contact sensors from the first controller is here used to estimate the
position of the center of mass. This controller uses weight ratios in the gait
crawl as well as in the dynamic gait trot. Hence, the method of using weight
ratios is not only useful for static stability for which it was originally intended.
The controller is experimentally verified on Warp1.

The Warp1 robot weighs about 60 kg, has 0.6 m long legs with three
actuated joints on each. The speed and strength is sufficient only for slow
walking, even though the installed power indicates that it should be enough for
faster walking. The reason is that a walking robot often needs to be strong but
slow when the feet are on the ground and the opposite when in the air. This can
not be achieved with the motors and transmissions currently used.

A transmission called the passively variable transmission (PVT) is proposed
which enhance motor capabilities of robot joints. It is elastic, nonlinear and
conservative. Some general properties for elastic transmissions are derived
such that they can be compared with conventional transmissions. The PVT
gives strong actuation at large loads and fast actuation at small loads. The
proposed transmission is compared to a conventional transmission for a
specific task, and the result is that a smaller motor can be used.
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